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Trends in Digital Marketing

Voice Search – Com-score predicts 50% of all searches will be conducted by voice by 2020.

Consider AI – Artificial intelligence is becoming more widespread. How it might help or hinder 
your planning?

Omni –Channel – 46% of retail store visitors, access their favourite retail stores across multiple 
channels

Focus On Problems – There is a strong trend towards phrasing strategies in terms of problems 
you solve.

Social Commerce – Now Is the time to explore selling online and through social networks like 
Facebook.



Defining Goals, Strategy, and Tactics

A Goal is your top business result you want to achieve, eg, $X per year, X customers/year, 17.5% 
EBIT

A Strategy is the overview of how you will achieve your Goal, eg, targeting high net worth 
customers via newsletter marketing, generating leads via networking events, online advertising

A Tactic is one of the methods used as part of your Strategy, eg, buy email list from trade show, 
spend $30/day on Facebook ads using a lookalike audience

Goals > Strategy > Tactics



RESEARCHING 
THE 
MARKETPLACE

Reviewing competitors gives you market insights.

Search Google for terms you want to use and study 
competitors that appear high in results and/or ads.

Sign up to competitor newsletters. Tip: Disposable 
email for downloads eg (guerrillamail.com).

Use sites like Buzzsumo to analyse the types of online 
content generating engagement and discussion.

Use sites like Spyfu to review competitors’ use of 
AdWords and Keywords.

https://www.guerrillamail.com/


Identifying Your Target Customers

Know your customer so 
you can cut through the 
noise.

Think about why they 
might start searching for 
you.

Feed this into the 
structure of sales 
pathways on your website 
or in your sales process.

Create an “avatar” of your 
ideal customer. This even 
applies to business 
customers.



Practical Exercise

• What Is The Problem You Solve?
• What Is The Advantage You Offer?
• What Are The “Customer Needs” That Are 

Most Important To Your Prospective Buyers Or 
Clients? For Example: Grocery Home Delivery.
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Understanding 
Social Media: 

Social Content 
vs Ads

• Social media has thrived because people have 
shared “social” content.
• The attraction to users is connection with 

friends, family, and fun content.
• Marketers who respect social intent, will thrive 

because sales pitches do not make for 
compelling content.
• Use social media yourself, to understand 

hashtags, likes, and shares.
• Targeting options for ad purchases are crucial, 

to ensure ads are effective and not counter 
productive.
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Facebook & Instagram

• Facebook (& Instagram) reign as the most influential 
social networks when it comes to buying habits. 

• Thirty-five percent of consumers surveyed say 
Facebook is an important factor in deciding which 
retailers to use.

• The largest social platform also has a solid reputation 
when it comes to driving in-store foot traffic. 



Marketing with Facebook and 
Instagram

• Test strategies organically by posting different types of 
content to your Facebook and Instagram Business Pages

• Explore Video on both platforms, keeping in mind that Instagram 
does better with still images while Facebook performs better with 
video

• Experiment with stories across both platforms to see if you get 
more reach

• Encourage engagement through Facebook Messenger and 
adding message and call buttons to your organic posts



Marketing with Facebook and 
Instagram

• In Facebook Business Manager, 
coordinate advertising across FB and 
IG, carefully selecting audience, 
objectives, devices.

• Ensure Page info and IG bio has 
compelling writing and a link to your 
website.



Marketing 
with 
Facebook and 
Instagram

Exercise: Facebook Content

What content could you share 
organically on Facebook/Instagram 
as part of your strategy?

What advertising content could you 
publish on Facebook/Instagram as 
part of your strategy?



Snapchat

• Snapchat has been hailed as the most 
fluid and intuitive ecommerce process and 
experience for customers. 

• That means it’s a good option for 
retailers looking to incorporate social 
shopping as an add-on to events in your 
store. 

• Snapchat has long been one of the most 
effective platforms for location-based 
marketing, too, and the ephemeral nature 
of Snapchat content makes it ideal for 
building exclusivity and urgency.



Jordan On Snapchat

• Jordan, the brand that 
brought you the iconic Air 
Jordan line of 
shoes, partnered with 
Snapchat earlier this year to 
capitalise on the NBA All-Star 
game. 



Marketing with 
YouTube

• Users watch one billion hours of video on YouTube 
every day.

• Along with Twitch, video audiences are healthy, 
active, and engaged.

• Entertainment and teaching are the two pathways 
to success on YouTube.

• Equipment ranges from phones with tripods, to 
mini-studios. Edit videos with iMovie, Avidemux, 
and other free tools.

• Video Ads can be successful on YouTube, especially 
if you can craft quality video content.



Pinterest

• Pinterest users are unique from other 
consumers on social media in that they’re actively 
looking at specific products. 

• The platform is almost more of a shopping 
destination than a social network. 

• For that reason, Pinterest users have higher 
buying intent and don’t mind being advertised to 
as much as users on other websites.
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Why Content 
Marketing?

Content marketing involves sharing helpful, engaging 
content to move consumers down your sales funnel.

Eg, blogs, questionnaires, videos, how-to articles, 
podcasts, demonstrations, etc.

It meets customers where they are, builds awareness, 
interest, and trust.

Content marketing is less overrated than advertising.

Content marketing is a competitive field, which is why 
targeting is so important.



Mapping Your Customer 
Journey

• A customer journey map is a visual 
representation of the process a customer or 
prospect goes through to achieve a goal with your 
company. 

• With the help of a customer journey map, you 
can get a sense of your customers' motivations --
their needs and pain points.



Mapping Your Customer Journey

Journey Maps help you get inside the mind of your customers.

They outline and explain the many steps customers can take in their 
journey towards and experience of your company.

One of the key findings should be identifying the points where we 
risk customers losing interest or getting lost.
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Voice and 
Content

Every business needs to define 
the “voice” it will use in its 
content marketing.

Content idea generation. Start 
with common questions and 
How-To articles.

Developing your own media 
habit.



Behaviours 
Consumers 

Want On 
Social Media



VOICE 
CHARACTERISTICS

DESCRIPTION DO DON’T

Passionate We’re passionate about changing the 
way the world works

Use Strong Verbs
Be Champions for (industry)
Be Cheerleaders

Be luke warm or wishy washy
Use passive voice

Quirky We’re not afraid to challenge the 
status quo and be ourselves

Use unexpected examples
Take the contrarian viewpoint
Express yourself

Use too much slang or too many 
obscure references
Use jargon, overplayed exampled
Lose sight of the audience and core 
message

Authentic We’re going to give you the tools and 
insights you need to make your job 
easier. That may not always be 
through our product

Be honest and direct
Own any issues or mistakes, 
and show how you will 
address them
Stick to your word

Use marketing jargon or 
superlatives
Overpromise
Oversell the product’s capabilities



What is 
inbound 
marketing?

Inbound marketing is based on the 
concept of Permission-based 
marketing, popularised by Seth 
Godin.

Helpful interesting content draws 
customers “in”.

This is contrasted against 
advertising, which pushes explicit 
product messaging “out” to 
consumers.



Attract, Convert, 
Close, Delight

• The inbound marketing 
mindset demands a focus on 
customer needs, and a 
willingness to help.

• Capturing 
prospect/customer data is 
key, as this allows for a 
targeted content funnel to 
be used via CRM, 
newsletters, and other 
follow up.



How to start 
using inbound 
marketing

Hubspot has a free website plugin 
for you to start seeing visitor 
activity on your website. 
wordpress.org/plugins/leadin

There is also a free CRM available, 
to start the discipline of recording 
customer interactions.

By knowing what your prospect 
cares about, you can improve your 
chances of conversion by being 
relevant and timely.
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Information 
architecture

Structure your site content for users, not you. 
What are their needs?

Some elements are best practice: home, 
about, contact, shop. 

Shorter menus are better. Consider standard 
menu or mega menu.

Determine ecommerce categories as part of 
website menu planning for SEO and usability 
later.



Less choices, more 
conversions

• People choose not on the basis of what’s most important, 
but on what’s easiest to evaluate.” Barry Schwartz, The 
Paradox of Choice

• More choices, longer decision time, higher bounce rate.
• Don’t make all buttons/CTAs of equal weight.
• Clutter is your enemy.
• Balance is your friend.



Design vs 
Functionality: 
Speed, SSL, 
SEO, Mobile

Beautiful design rarely beats clear functionality in 
website conversion testing.

Speed is important. Design elements (images, video) 
can slow your site. Aim for <5sec/page.

Responsive/mobile friendly website are favoured by 
search engines.

Google rewards https sites.

Some website systems, like WordPress, make it easier 
for search engines. (Matt Cutts, formerly of Google)



Ecommerce 
demands 
good copy

Develop strong, unique copy for each item in your 
online shop.

Cutting and pasting manufacturers’ copy will risk 
invisibility in search engines.

Original photos, videos, how-to guides, unboxing 
videos, will position your store better in search.

Use advertising and retargeting.

Establish trust and encourage conversions with 
strong guarantees, return policies, etc. 



Online shops and payment gateways

For WordPress users, Woocommerce is the leading ecommerce plugin. Free, with premium addons.

Shopify is a leader in online shopping platforms, starting at US$29/month.

Remember online marketplaces in the mix, eBay, Amazon, Facebook, Gumtree.

PayPal is still a leading payment gateway for trust.

Stripe, eWay, banks, and other vendors are also available. 
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What’s the 
difference 
between 
keywords, 
SEO, and 
SEM?

A keyword is the building block of online 
searching.

It is the terms users enter into search engines.

Search Engine Optimisation is about 
“optimising” content around clear search terms.

Search Engine Marketing includes SEO as well as 
paying for ads on search engines like Google.

Google and Bing business listings.



What makes a “key” word a “keyword”?

Not all “key” words are “keywords”, eg, Benchmark Blend B70 might be your product but lacks 
the keyword value of more descriptive terminology like dark roast espresso blend. 

Ambiguous keywords will perform poorly (through irrelevance), eg, cold (temperature or 
sickness), light blue (paint, shirt, sky), insurance premium (business, health, car).

You must adopt the mindset of your customer, when considering what keywords to use.

Awareness keywords focus on customer problems, eg, prevent, troubleshoot, whereas 
Consideration keywords focus on alternatives, eg, compare, solution, etc. 

Google autocomplete is a great source of keywords, as are related search terms at the bottom of 
each search page.
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How do we 
choose 
keywords?

Start with keywords that are leading people to your 
website. Your Google Analytics Acquisition report is a 
good source.

The SEO analyser by Neil Patel (neilpatel.com/seo-
analyzer/) reveals keywords you are currently ranking 
for.

SEMrush shows what keywords your competitors (or 
industry) are paying for. Follow the money! 

Google’s Keyword Planner, Find New Keywords 
option is helpful. Start with a current keyword, get 
new ideas.

The goal is to get a shortlist of valuable keywords for 
you to use across your online content.

https://neilpatel.com/seo-analyzer/


Applied SEO 
using plugins 
like Yoast

If you use a WordPress website, the Yoast SEO plugin 
provides a sound discipline for your SEO efforts.

Enter the Focus Keyword you want to optimize your 
Page or Post or Product for, and then follow the 
suggestions.

It will check if keyword is in the title, URL, opening 
sentence, sub heading, and other key places per page.

Take care changing URLs when applying discipline to old 
content.

Connect Yoast to your Google Search Console account, 
and work through all settings for maximum SEO 
benefit.





Applied SEO using plugins like Yoast

Exercise: Brainstorm Some Core Keywords

Two Word Phrases:

Three Word Phrases:

Four Word Phrases:
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